
Minutes-2013-03-06

* Meeting opened 11:11 AM

Present: 

Yiu-Tou Chan (Yui)

Kamaldeep Singh (Kamal)

Quan Minh Nguyen

Alexander Mallal

Enura De Silva

David Gow

Telephone numbers:

- Yiu-Tou Chan (Yui) 20489927 : 0425237044

- Kamaldeep Singh (Kamal) 10999071 : 0430193943

- Quan Minh Nguyen 21006611 : 0423265670

- Alexander Mallal 20504571 : 0439923736

- Enura De Silva 20517582 : 0450784722

- David Gow 20513694 : 0477174021

- Projects:

-- The Large Hadron Collider  * - 1

-- Boeing Dreamliner

-- NBN * - 3

-- Main Roads:v Gateway WA project * - 2

-- Railway Sinking in Perth

-- Electric Vehicle project

- Team Dynamics

-- Team name: George

-- Objectives:

--- Complete our tasks in a timely manner

--- Break to project up into smaller parts

--- Work collaboratively

--- Provide/Research well sourced, accurate informa tion

--- Provide a professional report

-- How will decisions be made?

--- Collaboratively

--- We should consider everyones opinions.

--- Vote if we cannot come to a unanimous decision.

-- When?

--- We have already begun considering the requireme nts.

--- We will split thje written report into parts pe r person, and edit the final document 

collaboratively.

-- What happens if someone doesn't complete their t asks.

--- We shall require group members to provide apolo gies _in advance_ or else provide a 

medical or other reason.

--- If not, they will be voted on the island.

--- If someone does not complete a task by the dead line (or fails to show sufficient 

progress) more than once, the lecturer will be cont acted.

--- Otherwise we shall simply reflect the effort pu t in in the final group effort breakdown.

-- Timeline?

--- Yes.

-- We will have regular weelky meetings. Wednesdays  at 11:00 or Friday after the tute.

--- Everyone needs to attend, unless they have prod ided a good reason before the meeting.

-- They will be marked as absent.

-- We will complain if this happens too much.

- Communicator: Me, David
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Meeting closed 11:55 David Standard Time
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